
Concert promoters for the British boy band One Direc-
tion have announced that all dates for the 2018 leg of the 
pop group’s lifelong world tour have sold out, merely a 
week after selling out 102 shows across four continents 
for the calendar year 2017. Dates and venues for 2019 
will be announced next month.

“We probably won’t even still be together after 2015, 
but if teenage girls want to keep buying tickets for our 
shows years in advance, who are we to stop selling 
them?” said member Niall Horan. “At some point we’re 
going to hit puberty, and I can’t imagine we’ll still be able 
to get away with singing this shlock.”

While Horan’s vision for the group’s future may not be so 
rosy, other members say they hope to one day perform 
for the unborn children of the girls who are buying their 
tickets now. “And if we father any of those children, well 
that’s just cracking, isn’t it?” added member Zayn Malik, 
referring to the method of manufacturing one’s own fan 
base as perfected by the Rolling Stones.

Music pundits say One Direction’s advanced ticket sales 
could usher in a new era of planning tours and booking 
shows, ensuring longevity for bands that probably don’t 
have more than one good album in them. The group’s 
2013 tour will ride the coattails of the release of their 
second studio album, which will likely be their last.

“Seriously, if we can sell out 600 shows on just three hit 
singles, then what the hell do we even need a second 
album for?” said member Liam Payne. “In fact, for some 
shows I think we’re just gonna alternate between What 
Makes You Beautiful and One Thing for 90 minutes, give 
ourselves a break.”

“I bet if we mix up the dance routines a bit, no one’ll 
notice the difference,” Payne added.

Even critics of this approach to band management ac-
knowledge that it could negate the need for overhyped 
reunion tours since these groups would never fully dis-

Attention all males: have you ever wondered what 
makes the ladies go wild? Have you ever been curious 
how to make her want the D? There are many different 
ways that the females get crazy moist for but most are 
unspoken of and, some are even extremely peculiar.

Let us begin with the typical dirty talker. Females are 
proven to be more stimulated by reading about sex 
compared to males who enjoy their daily dose of Red-
tube. It is a plus when you are able to get our juices 
flowing with a few, simple sexy words. Some all-time 
favorite panty dropper lines are “my dick is so hard for 
you” and “I love how your lips make me feel.” Don’t 
worry, we have our own forms of porn as well. It’s 
tough not to stare at the naked bodies of African men 
because size is all that counts in that area. Also, watch-
ing Spartacus is our excuse to watch soft core porn. 
Who doesn’t love two oiled up attractive people having 
sexy time?

The females also love a male who will degrade her and 
take advantage of her when she is too drunk to func-
tion. Please, prey on us like animals. We love the douche 
boys who thrive on moist girls. We venture out in search 
for those boys as faithful husband material. The douchier 
you are, the most likely we are to fall for you.

Although many of us females may never be courageous 
enough to venture into the position of having a three-
some- the idea of being surrounded by two other’s 
bodies is such an exciting thought. We love being over-
whelmed with kisses and groping especially because 
we know it would be a one-night stand. Feel free to 
never talk to us again. 

The smell of Jimmy Johns will make a lady go crazy as 
well.
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Without change, something sleeps 
inside us, and seldom awakens. The 

sleeper must awaken.
--Frank Herbert
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...like sleep!

The Steaming Pile - Straight from You-Know-Where!
Things you should not light on fire...but could if you tried 

hard enough
The Library

Toddlers and Tiaras

Honey Boo Boo

Honey Boo Boo’s mother

Honey Boo Boo’s father
Nokia Phones

The Magna Carta
The Magma Carta
The Magnum Cum

The evidence
Notices
Smurfs
Steam

The swimming pool
Buffalo Wild Wings Blazin’ Wings

Magnesium
Sunshine

Snow
A pillow, using only friction (oh 

baby)

Assfloss
My heart

The queen
Queen
LEGO

Chase’s shiny bald head
California (known to the state of 

California to cause burns)
Fetuses

The desert
Kevlar

Aerogel
Air

Potatoes
Pope Francis I
Elephant ears

Hell, frozen over
The nether

Narnia
The Declaration of Independence

Oprah

1D 2018 Tour Sells Out
by Elise Conley ~ Komandarm
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Pickle (noun) - A cucumber soaked in deli-
cious, delicious evil.



appear from the public spotlight. However, many point out that a group of 
middle-aged men singing to an arena full of teenaged girls is “nothing short 
of creepy.”

“Man, I wish we had thought of that,” said 40-year-old former ‘N Sync mem-
ber Chris Kirkpatrick when The Daily Bull caught up with him bussing tables at 
an Outback Steakhouse. “Hey, did you know Lance Bass is gay? That guy over 
at the bar just told me. I had no idea.”

Managers for One Direction are still grappling with the age issue, hoping to 
avoid the shock and male-pattern baldness that came along with the NKOTB 
reunion tour a couple years back. One approach could be employing the 
use of holograms to replace aging band members with younger versions of 
themselves on stage.

“It won’t matter if you see them in 2017 or 2027 - they’ll be exactly the way 
you remember them,” said 1D tour manager Paul Higgins. “It’s the perfect 
concert experience and the perfect job security for me.”

One Direction’s new movie, Another Year in the Making debuts in 2014, fol-
lowed by New Year, Same Us in 2017 and Has It Really Been A Decade? in 
2020.

“Oh you got a number twelve? Oh my God, I am soooooo moist right now.”

Now these ones are a bit more obvious. There is the classic dank ass grilled cheese preferably with 
tomato soup. Then there is the wonderful trait of webbed toes. We love the feeling of webbed 
toes against our skin and in our mouths. It is very aquatic and reminds us of warm summers on the 
beach. Shoes. Alcohol. Boobs that are bigger than our own. Tight buttholes. Shark week. Money. 
Waking up in the morning.

And the best of them all that works EVERY time? Seeing two girls kiss. Yeah yeah, we will all deny 
that we are straight and love the D, but we can never seem to take our eyes off of the two drunken 
girls making out on the dance floor. 

Males, know that the females think about coitus just as much, if not more, than the fellas do. We 
are just much better at hiding our excitement. So males, by having the basic knowledge provided 
above, you will bring all of the girls to your yard. 
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